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In case you didn't know Singapore is this amazingly successful city state on the southern tip of
Malaysia. Because of its unique position on the Straits of Malacca, almost on the Equator, it enjoys
a summery warm climate all year round. In addition it is exceedingly prosperous. It has deep water
ports and being on the only realistic shipping route from the Far East through to the Suez Canal it is
a major shipping hub. As one of the Famous Asian Tigers It is well known for being a leader in the
SE Asian community

It has a population of almost 5 Million people, three quarters of whom are of Chinese extraction. But
make no error they are Singaporean and not at all beholden to Beijing.

Now with a population of 5 million mostly prosperous individuals a large proportion of these are
going to be fairly young and Fashion conscious. Wardrobe Trends Fashion is a Singapore Fashion
and Lifestyle online magazine - A "must Read" for a self-proclaimed trendy person!

Following fashion has been a growing preoccupation since people became wealthy enough to be
able to afford fashionable clothes. And of course fashions have changed but from the Carnaby
Street days in London in the early 1960's. Of course there have been trends in fashion from the
outrÃ© flamboyant to downright conservative and all phases in between.

But the overall trend in modern day fashions has been away from the formal attire and to the casual,
which of course suits the fashion conscious in Singapore as the climate lends itself to wearing only
one layer of clothing if at all possible.

So what about the Singaporean fashion?

WardrobeTrendsFashion(WTF) Singapore Fashion & Lifestyle Magazine, is continually updated on
an almost daily basis. In this way every fashionable or trendy event that is happening in Singapore
is covered. There is a discussion on the names and Named brands that are having events and
fashion shows within Singapore. The Home page has a number of High Quality photos of models
showing off the latest trends and then a detailed interview with one of the many up and coming
Singaporean Models. And that is only page 1, Each day of the month a new Page 1 is posted with
the previous day's becoming page 2.

There is a Fashions Tab which acts as an archive for each featurette on Fashion events happening
in Singapore. These too are continually being updated as a new event takes number 1 slot and the
record of the other events slips down. There is a Feature, Music, Tech and Trends tab as well as a
separate page keeping a list of all the models interviewed that month. And if that wasn't enough and
archive of the previous 18 Months editions are available for you to browse.

Facebook & Twitter Page

http://www.facebook.com/WardrobeTrendsFashion

&

http://twitter.com/WTFSG

So if you are living in Singapore and wish to know what is happening in the fashion world or what
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you should be thinking of wearing It is strongly recommended that you visit this Fashion magazine!
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Dena Mccarthy - About Author:
a Fashion is an online Fashion & Lifestyle Magazine for the trend setters and fashionable young of
Singapore.
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